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Marvelous Contrasts
1

By J. N. Hoover
How well I remember the days I did' roam;
A sinner so guilty, a wand'rer from home;
A prodigal straying from virtue and right,
Engaging in sensual, carnal delight.
Unmindful of character blasted and lost;
No hope, though once purchased at infinite cost.
My conscience awakened, changed pleasure to gloom;
In fear and deep anguish I thought of my doom.
In agony awful called upon God!
Confessed I deserved but His chastening rod!
Deserved to be lost—into hell to be cast,
To dwell with the damned while eternities last!
If terror so terrible here one can feel,
What horrible horrors when hell becomes real!
What weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth
To those who descend to the regions beneath!
With penitent tears I bemoaned my estate;
Would gladly be saved, but now feared 'twas too late.
A sweet revelation of God's love to me
Assured me for such Christ expired on the tree.
By looking to Jesus, confessing my sin,
I fond peace and pardon and comfort within;
My faith grasped the promise,—I fully believed,—
My heart thrilled with joy at the witness received.
A sinner made whole—brought from darkness to light,—
Oh, marvelous change from despair to delight!
The raptures of heaven now flooded my soul,
As billows of ecstasy o'er me did roll!

'

9

If rapture so glorious here one can know,
What marvels ecstatic must heaven bestow
On those who ascend to the regions above,
With glories unending and infinite love!

* * * * * * * * * * *
Oh, friend, why continue in sin here below?
Your path leads to death and eternity's woe.
Seek life everlasting through Him who did die
To save and make heirs to the mansions on high.
(Composed during late illness at Grantham conference.)

'
-
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NOTICE

Dear readers of the Visitor:
The time for sailing of the missionary party to Africa has now
been set for August 15th, so anyone who still desires to send
anything along to Africa will please send it to W. 0. Winger, 1175
Bailey St.; Harrisburg, Pa. For information of those who desire
to send, we will mention that owing to the drouth this year in
Africa, dried fruit of any kind will be appreciated more than
usual; also, it is not considered advisable to send such as noodles,
dried corn, etc., to Africa, as such food can be prepared cheaper
on the
field.
W. 0. Winger.
ANNOUNCEMENT
The Brethren in Christ of Ringgold District expect to hold
their Harvest Meeting at Hollowell Church, Saturday, August 12th
at 2.00 P. M. This will precede a series of evangelistic services at
the Ringgold Church, which will begin Sunday, August 13th and
continue for an indefinite time. These services will be conducted
by Elder Asa W. Climenhaga. A hearty welcome is extended to all.
FOUND
A ladies fine, black, wool cashmere shawl was found in the
ladies' wash room at General Conference, Grantham, Pa. It may be
obtained by writing to Miss Clara E. Hoffman, Grantham, Pa.
'/, Messiah Bible School.
ANNOUNCEMENT
A Harvest Meeting will be held at the home of Bro. Graybill
Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa., near Mt. Pleasant Church on Saturday
afternoon and evening, August 12th. Come and enjoy the service
with us.
RICHLAND AND ASHLAND COUNTY.
The Church of Richland and Ashland County district met June
17 and 18th at Pleasant Grove church to again commemorate our
Lord's death and suffering. Our Brother Wm. Boyer, of Dayton
Mission, assisted in the service.
We were glad for the presence of Bishop and Sister Steigerwald with us. Glad also for the new truths we hear from God's
Word from time to time and that His service becomes more real
as we journey onward.
Yours in His service,
Correspondent.
CALIFORNIA NEWS NOTES
We are pleased to report that we now have nearly $400 toward
the India auto. The amount grows almost weekly. We are getting anxious to see the car on its way. If others feel thus, you may
send what the Lord impresses you with to the Commercial National Bank of Upland, stating that it is for the India Auto or send
to B. L. Byer or J. A. Smith, and a receipt will be sent you and a
statement of the amount paid out and of all other transactions.
The writer was recently called upon to make a report of
the number of places of worship under the auspices of the Brethren in Christ in California which called to mind that there are
seven such places of worship; viz, San Francisco, Oakley, 8 miles
southeast of Hanford, Waukena, Upland, Eastside, being about 8
miles south of Upland, and East Vale about 11 miles southeast of
Upland.
There are still some of the Bible Doctrine Books written by H.
L, Smith on hand. Perhaps some have been waiting to get one
or two copies thinking that most any time would do. We advise you
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to order at once, either from the Visitor press or from Sister
Viola Burkholder, Upland, Calif. This edition will be exhausted
sooner than you think and another cannot be printed until there
is sufficient demand to justify the printing of several thousand.
When it is too late, you may wish you had a copy to give a friend
or to one of your children.
MOORE TOWN, MICH.
Dear readers of the Visitor:
Greeting you in Jesus' name. We are glad to report that the
Lord has been meeting with us here in Moore Town and that we
are having blessed times in our Church services and Sunday School,
and also in our prayer meetings. For the past eight weeks our
prayer meetings have been held from house to house, and it seems
that a greater interest is being taken in them.
Our love-feast service was a time of great blessing to us,
and we believe that all who were present realized the presence of
the Lord with us.
We also enjoyed Bro. Walter Wenger's visit among us and appreciated his message from the Word and the good talk he gave
on the Mission work in Africa. May the Lord bless him and his
family and all of God's workers. May He bless His people everywhere.
Blanche Thomas, Cor.
SILVERDALE, PA.
A love feast was held at this place May 13 and 14 with a large
attendance. This feast was enjoyed by the saints we believe because of the unity and love which was manifested. The Word of
God was brought forth by the home brethren and also by Eld.
Wilber Snider of the Philadelphia Mission. Visiting brethren from
Lancaster were also with us.
Cor.

GORMLEY, ONT.
According to previous announcement, on June 3 and 4, the
Markham brethren and sisters assembled together to participate
in another love-least occasion. We were glad to have with us a
few visiting brethren from Bertie, Elder I. Swalm from Nottaiva
and Elder Earl Bossert from Buffalo, N. Y., who surely gave us
some very good and wholesome teaching, something to fctd on for
time to come. May God bless them each in their different' places
of labor. Friday afternoon we were privileged to see eighteen
precious souls willing to obey and follow their Lore1 in baptism.
May they all prove faithful to the end. We trust each one has
risen to newness of life unreservedly to God for sacrifice or service.
Our hearts were made glad to see so many young start out on
the narrow way, may each one receive a clear vision of a Christian's duty and the privileges we enjoy in the Gospel, and allow
themselves to be led by Jesus who will mould their lives into a
beautiful life of usefulness and service.
—N. E. C.

Faith, like gold, must be tried in the fire before
can be safely depended on.—Joseph Hart.

it

Obedience is the Key-note of the Book of Deuteronomy, as it is also the key-stone of blessing in the Christian
life.—A. M. Hodgkin.
Clear your own soul of the blood of other soulsN by
mighty prevailing power—the prayer of assurance, that
you may be guiltless before God, and others around you
be not lost.—Selected.
The Church has nowhere assigned to it the achievement of converting the world in this dispensation. Let
none be offended at this statement, since I emphatically
add that, though our task is not to bring all the world to
Christ, our task unquestionably is to bring Christ to all
the world.—A. J. Gordon.
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OPENING SERMON AT GENERAL CONFERENCE
By Bishop C. C. Burkholder
First of all, I want to say tonight, beloved,that at the
time of my consecration I said, "Lord, I place my hand in
thine," and this evening it is there yet. My hand is in
the Lord's. I am glad that a number of years ago I fully
surrendered to the Lord. Do you know, I have been
especially glad since at Grantham that I made the consecration, for here in the midst of college professors, educated ministers and students, what do you think I would
do if I was in the ministry and not educated. But I am
glad that the work was done years ago, and that it holds
tonight. It took me a long time to get to the place where
I was willing to be just "myself." But thank God! now I
don't want to be anybody else. I do what I can, and leave
the rest with the Lord. Thank God! Whom the Son
makes free is free indeed. I thank God for what he can
do for us, and for His keeping power under all circumstances. I remember the time when on an occasion like
this I would have shook in my knees and been glad when
it was all over. But I thank God that now I love to be an
ambassador for the Lord. Some people have to pray to
become willing. My. My! What a time they will have
to get willing when tests come along. If you go through
with the Lord you will be willing. After you strike the
rock, you will be willing, Thank God!
I want to call your attention for a little while to the
12th chapter of St. John. It is a large text—much larger
than I am. When I was a little fellow I was always trying
to do things too big for me. Father would tell me to use a
small shovel, but I would rather drag in a great big one.
That is the way in the service of the Lord. We undertake
some big things which we cannot do ourselves, but then
the Lord helps us.
/
"Verily, verily, I say unto you, Except a corn of
wheat fall into the ground and die, it abideth alone:
but if it die, it bringeth forth much fruit. He that loveth
his life shall lose it; and he that hateth his life in this
world shall keep it unto life eternal. If any man serve
me, let him follow me; and where I am, there also shall
my servant be: if any man serve me, him will my Father
honor." (St. John 12:24-26.)
We find that Christ spoke these words near the close
of His career, near the end of His life on earth. Many
things seemed crowded in just at this time. Mary had
spilt the ointment—had washed his feet with her tears
and dried them with her hair, and you remember Judas
found fault, for he said, it might have been sold and the
proceeds given to the poor. But Judas was not caring
about the poor—he carried the bag.
* * * * *
I remember one congregation where the majority of
the members tithed, and oh, the money that they raised.
It was remarkable. One brother said he couldn't understand it. He thought, "Surely those people must be giving away everything they make." And he was a wealthy
brother. He couldn't understand it, but those people were
getting the joy out of it. I wonder if we have any "Judases" today? They are all the time talking about money.
Very likely if you were in that congregation of which I
spoke you would only occasionally hear them talking
about money—just once in a while.
Jesus replied to Judas' criticism, "Let her alone.
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She is doing a good work." But Judas couldn't understand it. Today the anointing comes on people, and they
do things, out of the ordinary. That act of Mary's was
quite out of the ordinary, and it caused great consternation. But beloved, let me tell you that when God's
Spirit comes on you, you will be out of the ordinary. You
can not tell what is going to take place under the Spirit.
And if you get to a service where the Spirit's presence is
manifested, you may hear them singing the doxology,
and then you get inside and find the service is only begun. Then if you are not in the Spirit, you will think it
entirely out of order. One who is full of the Spirit may
burst out any time. I remember one time in a service a
debt was being paid, and without anybody saying a word
the audience sprang to their feet and sang, "Praise God
from whom all blessings flow." What a praise went up!
Oh, I tell you all that is hard on the old man. Even
though you may belong to a church, were properly baptized, were properly brought up by your parents, still if
you are yet carnally minded, it is hard. As long as
things go all right, of course it is all right. But I find a
great many people get uneasy with that kind of an experience. When they get into a Holy Ghost service and
the Spirit begins to move things they get uncomfortable.
You get uneasy and want to get out because you are opposed to the thing—for the Spirit was getting hold of
you. I tell you if you have died out and have the Holy
Spirit, you will say, "Thank God! This is good. The well
of water is springing up. It is good!"
I am just giving a rambling talk tonight. This is
my trouble. I get out on lines I didn't intend to, and I
don't stick to my text. It used to be firstly, secondly,
thirdly, fourthly, but now sometimes it is fifthly, fourthly, thirdly, and so on,—all backwards. So you will have
to bear with me if I get a little mixed up.
Jesus was about to be crucified, and he said, "Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground and die, it abideth alone." Jesus was to be crucified, and if Jesus had
not gone forth you and I would not enjoy what we enjoy.
But let us now think what is the application to us.
"Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground and die, it
abideth alone." As we were coming through the state of
Kansas and stopped over Sunday, we there saw the fields
of beautiful, waving grain. But that is not yet matured, and they told me that if they have a continuation
of wet weather, and the sun shines hot, it might be
blighted. But everything looks prosperous. Thank God.
We have converts to come forth who look well and prosperous. But what about them? The Church is anxious
about them. We all rejoice. But there is a deep concern
in our hearts that they may be led on. It takes the proper environment for them just as it takes for the grain,
proper sunshine, the right amount of rain, the right environment to bring it to a mature kernel. It is just the
same with one who makes a start for the Kingdom of
God.
The babe must be properly born. From a human
(Continued on page five.)
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that can be commanded by man, it is beyond explanation,
yea, beyond the comprehension even of those who enjoy
it. But it is a glorious truth, and a great fact in the life
of every true child of God. Whatever losses such an one
may suffer, or whatever troubles may await him, he shall
THE ALL-SUFFICIENT CHRIST
not be left friendless. The absence of his Lord will be
short and His return sure; he sees that One whom the
C. B. EAVEY
world
perceives not; he believed and is assured that "He
Part XII
is
in
the
Father and they in Him, and He in them." In
The Uniting Christ
the
strength
of Christ he labors, in His righteousness is
"At that day ye shall know that I am in my Father,
eternal
life,
and
because Jesus lives, he shall live also,
and ye in me, and I in you." John 14:20.
and
be
kept
by
His
"power through faith unto salvaIn meditating on the wonderful words of Jesus contion."
tained in this last discourse with His disciples, one must
Just as Jesus, in His life as man, was utterly dekeep constantly in mind the circumstances under which
pendent
on the will and initiative of the Father, so the
He spoke them. We must remember that the disciples
Christian
is dependent on the Spirit for direction and
were in the deepest kind of sorrow because they thought
guidance.
He
does nothing of himself, but works only as
that their well-beloved Master was going to leave them
the
Spirit
that
dwells in him works out the life of Christ
forever. They counted on nothing else but to die with
and
of
God.
It
is
always God that works in him to do of
Him but, said He, "I live and because I live ye shall live
His
will
and
pleasure.
His part is to keep himself in
also." They were looking at things from the temporal
such
an
attitude
toward
God that God may live out the
and physical standpoint, the only one that was possible
life
of
Christ
in
him
through
the operation of the Holy
for them in their state; Jesus was doing His best to give
Spirit.
It
is
God
who
begins
the work by drawing the
them the spiritual and eternal viewpoint. He was trying
individual
to
Himself
and
it
is
God who must continue
to point them to the abiding realities back of all the
the
work
unto
the
end.
No
man
is sufficient unto himshifting scenes of earthly existence and to get them to
self
for
the
accomplishment
of
that
which God would
realize that in Him, the eternal unchangeable Christ,
have
done
in
and
through
his
life.
There
must be imthese abiding realities found complete and adequate expartation
of
the
life
of
God.
pression.
This impartation of the life of God comes through
They felt that the cause which they had espoused
Christ
who was, is, and always shall be one with the
would be worse than lost with the death of their Lord.
Father.
He came into the world for the purpose of imThey could see nothing to live for if those hopes which
parting
life.
"I am come that they might have life, and
they had been entertaining in connection with Him were
that
they
might
have it more abundantly." John 10:10.
not going to be fulfilled. Little did they know of the
By
nature,
man
was
dead in trespasses and sins; that is,
value of the cause with which they had associated themthey
were
dead
to
God
and holiness. Consequently, there
selves. Very finite was their conception of their Lord.
was
no
hope
for
them
unless one came and gave life.
To them He was not the ever-living Christ; He was only
"Without
holiness
no
man
shall see the Lord." Hebrews
a man such as they themselves were,—at least so far
12:14.
A
dead
body
is
without
any value whatsoever to
as existence was concerned. Is it any wonder that they
a
living
being
in
the
accomplishment
of his ends. There
were sorrowful ? Man is always perplexed and miserable
is
no
communion
to
be
had
with
such
a body; there is no
when he is not trusting fully and simply in the eternal
use
to
which
it
can
be
put
that
will
count
for the work
Christ, for, outside of Him, there is no satisfactory soluof
a
living
being.
Therefore,
man's
only
hope
lay in the
tion to the problem of existence or any cure for the
impartation
of
life
and
God's
only
means
of
securing
troubles that come to all human beings. Oh that men
man
for
himself
was
the
same.
might learn this truth and cast themselves wholly upon
Consequently, God sent into the world His only bean all-sufficient Christ who avails for every disturbance
gotten
Son so that "whosoever believeth in him should
that can possibly come into the life of man!
not
perish,
but have everlasting life." And the one who
By doing this, man is made a partaker of the life
becomes
united
to Christ by faith is made one with Him
that is in the Father and in the Son. There can be no lack
and
with
the
Father
because he passes from death unto
of comfort when we know that our Redeemer lives and
life—the
life
that
the
Father and the Son have in comthat we shall live also. The life of a Christian is bound up
mon.
"If
any
man
be
in Christ, he is a new creature;
in the life of Christ. The life that is in Christ is the life
old
things
are
passed
away;
behold all things are become
that is in God; it is eternal unchangeable life. As sure
new."
2
Corinthians
5:17.
So
those who by nature were
and as long as God and Christ live, they that are united
the
"children
of
wrath,"
being
"dead in trespasses and
to them by faith shall live also. They shall live eternally;
sins"
who
believe
in
Christ
are
quickened
together with
•their bodies, by virtue of Christ's resurrection, shall rise;
Christ
and
are
made
to
"sit
together
in
heavenly
places
death can have no permanent power over their bodies any
in
Christ
Jesus."
Thus
is
accomplished
the
unity
of
more than it had over Christ's body. In this life and in
Father,
Son,
and
believers
in
one
great
whole
permeated
the world to come, it cannot but be well with all that are
by the same life, motive, and spirit.
His.
It is this unity which Jesus tells His disciples that
Those who are not His true followers are not able to
understand this wonderful unity. With all the wisdom they shall know "at that day," referring evidently to
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the day when the Holy Spirit should come, and they
should enjoy His spiritual presence instead of the bodily.
In substance, He says to them, "At that day, when I am
glorified, when the Spirit is poured out, you shall know
more perfectly that I am in the Father and you in me,
and I in you." This glorious mystery can be known perfectly only in heaven, but it is known in a measure by all
who receive the Spirit, for in the possession of the Spirit
is founded their fellowship with the Father and His Son,
Jesus Christ.
The possession of the Spirit of Christ, and its manifestation in the life in the production of the fruits of the
Spirit is an indication that one is united with God through
Christ . The Holy Spirit also bears witness with our spirits that we are children of God and that we dwell in God
and God in us. Without the existence of the unity of life,
motive and spirit which is the result of union with God,
man is nothing and can do nothing really worth while.
With such union there is no limit to what may be done by
man, for all the power and resources of the infinite God
can be made to find expression in the life of that one in
whom the life of God is abiding. Praise be to the Christ
who made possible such union and through whom it becomes a reality to every soul that comes to Him.

OPENING SERMON AT GENERAL CONFERENCE.
(Continued from page three.)
standpoint, whenever there is a birth in the home, the
first thing we are watching for is to hear a cry. Then
immediately we say, "The babe is all right." When a
babe is born spiritually, I don't say we must hear a noise
naturally, but we must see a sign of life. I remember a
number of years ago a revival broke out, and one night
three or four boys, eight or nine years of age, were at the
altar. One brother went to them and said, "Well, boys,
what has the Lord done for you? Has he saved you?"
One boy answered, "Yes." "Then can't you get up and
tell us?" He was in the act of getting up when an associate who had been saved a few nights previous, and
who is now a blessed man of God, spoke up and said, "He
didn't pray yet." He held him right to the line until he
did pray. Of course he might have prayed a prayer that
would not amount to anything. But the boy had the right
idea, that when the prayer really comes from the heart,
the evidences will come. The Psalmist says, "This poor
man cried, and the Lord heard him and delivered him out
of all his troubles.
Referring again to the grain—the grain has now
matured. Then it must be harvested. Now we are in
the midst of a soul—harvest time. I have been praying
that we might see precious souls enter the kingdom of
God. Naturally speaking, sometimes to gather in the
harvest one must go out and hook up to the binder between showers, and gather it in under difficulties. So
during this conference the time will be limited, so brethren, let us do our part in behalf of souls. While that may
not be the prime object of this conference, yet we all
want to do our best to bring someone into the Kingdom
of Jesus Christ, or encourage someone to yield themselves
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wholly to God.
Now the grain is to be thrashed. That is a trying
process. So in your own life, it is a real process. There
is no use for the chaff anymore. The chaff was useful in
its time. The grain would not have matured had not
the chaff been there. But it has fulfilled its purpose, and
is now to be removed. So spiritually, "when I became a
man I put away childish things." Now what would you
think of Bro. Burkholder walking around here with a
little bit of express wagon—playing. When a boy I remember how glad we were when father came home bringing us a wagon. Then it was just the thing. But the time
came to put away childish things, and grasp the shovel
and the pick. Sometimes in our family when the older
ones were getting quite large, and something was
brought home for the smaller ones, the older ones wanted
it to play with, and we had to shame them out, and tell
them they were getting too big for that. It looks like
God has to do that with us sometimes. Then we say,
"I will never do that again." But if we don't go through
with God, the next thing we know we are doing it again.
Now the grain is in the barn. Then some of the
neighbors drop in and we take them out and show, them
the beautiful grain. There it is! It is lovely! But after
while, if we hold it too long, especially if the atmosphere
is a little against the grain, you may be surprised when
you go to haul it to market to find that it is musty. You
have held it a little too long. There was a time when the
price was good, and the grain in fine condition, and would
have brought you a great profit—but you held it too
long. Beloved, I wouldn't be surprised if there were somt
in the audience that have waited a little too long. They
have been converted, thank God! They have had their
sins pardoned, and can look back to the time and take
you to the very place where the work was done. But
they came to the place where they felt God was laying
His hand on them for special service, and they never
went through with God. They felt the mighty tug at
their heart. They felt they were to consecrate, die out,
and yield themselves, their life, to God, maybe ten,
twenty years ago. Oh, beloved, I am glad that I took the
way! The devil nearly sidetracked me at the time, but
thank God, I went thru! "Have you had no temptations or trials since then?" Of course I have. Why, I
had one tonight to preach to all these educated people.
It seems I never had the privilege of going to school. But
perhaps God knew that some of us would get swelled up
too much, and therefore did not allow us that privilege.
But I am glad I took the way with God. I felt his hand
on me for service. I tried to dodge it. I said. "Lord,
my! my! my!" I went back of the barn night after
night. I said first I didn't think God would demand so
much of me, but I tell you till God got done it was a real
dying out.
For instance, a farmer knows that to leave his grain
lay in the barn will do no good, so he takes it down to the
field. He opens the ground, and I imagine that as he puts
it in, if the grain could talk it would say: "What are you
going to do with me?" The farmer says, "I am going
to put you where you will actually bear fruit." But the
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grain squirms and goes on, and says. "Oh, don't put me
down here all alone! Don't do it! Don't do it!" But the
grain is subject. Oh, I am so glad that the Lord had such
a grip on me that I took the way. God had his hook in
me and was drawing me right along. I thought it was
too much. "Oh, this is wonderful, this is wonderful."
But all God said was, "You will have to take the way."
So the farmer planted the grain and put his foot on
it that it might be well covered up. Then the farmer
watches to see if anything will happen.
Yes, the Lord takes the best of care of us. You feel
that everybody has forsaken you, that you will never
amount to anything anymore. You might have been a
great preacher, but now the whole thing is done. Beloved, that is just what God wants. God can't do anything
with you as long as you struggle. When a man struggles
you want to keep away from him as he may get you in
trouble. Let him alone. Wait till he is done, then you
can help him. The farmer is a good husbandman, and
the Lord is a good husbandman. Thank God, He is
watching.
The farmer is concerned, and comes back to the field
day after day! Ah! He sees the ground is breaking. He
then knows the grain is all right, it has a good germ. As
he continues to watch it, he sees the green peeping thru.
It is beginning to show life.
Have you ever noticed some persons that it takes a
long time to get through, but who finally begin to show
signs of life? Thank God,T have seen them go through,
dying out to the world, dying out to self, dying out to
carnality, dying out to everything that makes so much
trouble. Beloved, unless you die the death, you will
never amount to very much.
I doubt if there are very many sinners here. But I
thought perhaps there are some here that never died
the death—not that their sins have not been forgiven,
oh, no! But some that still have the man-fearing spirit.
But about as quick as they get into meeting their hearts
begin to throb. They enjoy the service and they don't
enjoy it. They don't want everybody to think they are
backslidden, so they get up in testimony meeting and say
a few words. It is all right if it comes from the heart,,
but oftimes it comes from a heavy heart. Just as they
are about to testify a lump comes in their throat, and
they have a hard time and are glad when it is all over
with. Oh, beloved, there is freedom in the Lord Jesus.
And beloved ,there is that longing desire deep in every
heart. Though you may have been fighting it, it is there
that longing to be free in Christ Jesus. I don't care if
you belong to church or not, have been baptized or not,
if you have never gone through, you do have a longing in
your heart. I tell you the old man is a slick fellow, and
you can't conquer him—it takes the saving power of
God. Just as soon as you get a little conviction he will
begin to promise you that he will behave himself if you
don't go any further, or he will say "It is all right now,
just take it by faith.
Just be satisfied, and it will be
all right." But in a short time, or long, as the case may
be, the old thing comes up again, and the old longing is
there, and you will come to the conclusion that the only
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way is to die the death.
It is what everybody wants. It is nothing new. It is
just dying out—a death to carnality. I think of a certain aged mother down in Philadelphia a number of years
ago. One Saturday evening she came to the altar which
was crowded with seekers. She cried, "Oh, Lord, I want
the Victory." She prayed through and got the desire of
her heart. I can see her yet as she struck the victory.
The next morning during testimony service a wave of
glory swept over the audience, and folks were shouting
in the front and in the rear of the room. Things were
pretty lively, but we said "Praise the Lord, help yourself,
everybody have a good time!" Our sister had been standing to testify, and she held her ground until things had
quieted a little, and then she said, "Oh, brethren, this is
the thing I have been longing for these many years."
You can say what you will, you can cling to your churchanity if you will, but I tell you that will save nobody.
We could just talk on.—Oh, well of water springing on
to everlasting life!
One time down in Lancaster County I was holding
a meeting and my father was there listening to me
preach. He wondered how I could always find something
to preach about. Don't you get out of something to say
for so many services? Surely I must preach the same
sermons over a great many times. Oh, no. It just seems
to flow in. A certain young man was put to the ministry,
and he began to, study books and commentaries, which
was all right, of course. He studied up and gots lots of
knowledge. One morning he was fixed up for a good long
sermon, but he got it all said in about ten minutes. He
said, "Bro. Burkholder, it doesn't take a fellow long to
say what he knows." Yes, if you don't have a fountain at
the other end, it does not take long to run out, or like the
modern spigot, just turn it on and let the water run, run
till it is all freshened up. Do you like to hear the same old
sermon, the same old testimony over and over? Some
people, when they pray, the boys know just when the
"amen" is to come. When the Holy Spirit is present in
a service, nobody knows what is going to happen next.
The only way to find out is to go and see. If you want
to get a larger attendance at prayer-meeting, just get
someone hungry and to the altar praying through and
the next time notice the increase in attendance.
I le,ave the message with you. Let God have His
way. If you have not paid the price, no matter what your
standing is, what your profession is, what your abilities
are, take the way with God, and you will come out with
the Spirit filled life, a victorious life, and you will be
perfectly satisfied and contented in the place the Lord has
placed you, and then the Scriptures will come rolling in
and you will say, "They just satisfy me, and the Word
of God has become my meat and my drink." And you
will feast on it day and night, and yours will be a fruitful life, thank God!
Worldly pleasure is the devil's pass-word. It will
admit you to any of his entertainments, including hell
itself.
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MINISTERIAL MEETING ADDRESSES
GENERAL CONFERENCE
THE MINISTER— IN HIS AIM.
• . M. L. Dohner
The minister should have an aim. The minister as
God's missionary should have ah aim and that aim
should be Christ. When you do not know what else to
preach, preach Christ.
The minister should have an object in view. It is said
the hunter who does not aim gets no game—the minister
should have an object in view.
This is the King's command, that all men everywhere
Repent and turn away, from sin's seductive snare;
That all who will obey, with Him shall reign for aye,
And that's my business for my King.
(Chorus)
This is the message that I bring, A message angels
fain would sing;
"Oh, be ye reconciled." Thus saith my Lord and King,
"Oh, be ye reconciled to God."
This song expresses the principal object—the reconciliation of man to God. Oh, be ye reconciled to God! God
wants ministers to carry this message.
When Jesus was here, He represented God to mankind; when Jesus left this world, He transmitted the
work of carrying the message to mankind and that message is resting largely upon the minister today. If Jesus is not held up by the minister today, who is going to
lift Him up ? The world has a right to expect when a man
goes into the pulpit he will preach Christ. If they want
issues of the day they will read the papers; if they want
to know history they have plenty of places to find it.
True, there are historical records in the Word; but if
we cannot learn from these of God's dealings with His
people, then we fail to see the purpose that God designed
in having it in the Word.
The first object of the minister is reconciliation.
When reconciliation is effected between us and Jesus
Christ, there is going to be fellowship between us, and
among all those born of the Spirit; hence we are called into fellowship.
Second, we have another declaration. We are not
called unto uncleanness, but holiness; preaching Christ;
preaching reconciliation; preaching fellowship; preaching holiness—beautiful order.
Again let us turn to the Word of God and see what
should be the minister's aim. 1 Tim. 1:5; "Now the end
of the commandment is charity, out of a pure heart, and
of a good conscience, and of faith unfeigned: The end of
the commandments or the summing of the whole commandments is charity coming out of the heart. It cannot come out of the heart unless it is in the heart. The
aim of the ministry today should be to see that the heart
is filled with that charity of divine love; and when it is
there is going to be a sweet fellowship from man to man,
from brother to brother, from sister to sister. Let me
say to yqu, if that is brought down to the very depths of
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our hearts, it is going to stop a great deal of the quibbling in the world today. If this scripture is born out in
our hearts, there is going to be a sweet fellowship reaching from border to border.
If you are here tonight and the Word of God is delivered and there is something that hinders you from altogether enjoying the service, then the Spirit through
the minister will set about to bring the fellowship. When
the Spirit has its proper workings, it is going to give a
cry in our hearts for holiness. Without holiness no man
shall see the Lord. The highest ambition for the Christian is to be ready for the coming of the Lord.
Again the minister must have an aim. Having that
aim, he may have varied conditions before him. He must
seek to know the very need of his own congregation. One
need is to know Christ. Jesus says, they are to become
fishers of men. He said, "follow Me, and I will make you
fishers of men." Men use tact when they get their natural fish. They use bait. Dare I say the minister must
lead his people to see the very aim that he has in view?
If I could get every man, every woman, every boy and
girl in this congregation to see Jesus tonight as I see
him, there would not be one leave this place unless they
were saved and filled with the Holy Ghost. That is the
very aim and purpose of my preaching.
The minister must have an aim. He must have the
Spirit. He cannot preach sanctification until he has
the experience. He may hold it up as a theory, but beloved, that is not preaching it. Preaching is imparting it
out to others and making them see and realize they have
a need.
When you begin to preach and the Holy Ghost is
within, and men begin to come to Christ because of the
conviction of their own heart and they see their need,
then the joy fills our own souls, and reaches out to still
others. The joy of the Lord is our strength. If it is not
put on, it comes right out from the heart and reaches to
the very lowest one; the very poorest one is the one you
are most anxious to pick up. You can then realize it comes
from the soul. There is an aim in your life. There is a
purpose. Again, we find the disposition which we sometimes say is merely human, to be harsh, to try to drive
things. Can you find that principle taught us in the
Word? "He that winneth souls is wise." What is it,
friends, that wins souls? Love. Yes, I hear the answer
all over the congregation. Brother, sister, we cannot
drive them to see what we see, we must woo them by love.
The minister today should seek in his message just
that which the apostles found to be their help and stay,
in the early days, just as the saints find it now, the Holy
Spirit to guide them.
THE MINISTER— IN THE PULPIT
Geo. Lenhert
The one good and sufficient reason for a man being
in the pulpit is that he is called there of God. And he is
under the most solemn charge to preach the Word.
I cannot imagine a more important or solemn position
that a man can occupy than that of being a messenger be(Continued on page Thirteen)
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CITY MISSIONS
Altoona Mission, in charge of Herman G.
and Laura Miller, 613 4th Ave., Altoona,
Pa.
Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr. D.
E. Jennings, Sylvatus, Va.
Boston Mission, in charge of V. S| Bilezikian, 613 Mass, Ave., Boston, Mass.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in charge
of Eld. and Sr. Earl Bossart.
Centre County Mission, in charge of Levi F
and Lizzie M. Sheetz, Howard, Pa.
Chicago Mission, 6039 HaJlstead St., in
charge of Sarah Bert and workers.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St.. in charge
of Eld. W. H. and Susie Boyer.
Des Moines, Iowa Mission, 1194 14th St., in
charge of Eld. H. W. Landis and wife.
Lancaster Mission, in charge of J. H. and
Barbara Martin and workers, 633 Manor
Street.
Oakley Mission, in charge of Bro. Cyrus
Heilman and wife, Oakley, Cal.
Philadelphia Mission in charge of Bish.
Wilbur Snider and wife, 3423 North
2nd Street.
3an Francisco Mission, 3739 20th St., in
charge of Eld. Thomas Franklin and
workers.
Welland Mission, Box 1265, 36 Elizabeth St..
Welland, Ont, in charge of W. B. Duxbury and Workers.
Orphanages
Mtessith Orphanage, Grantham, Pa., in
chaige of Anna Witmer, and D. S.
Wenger and wife.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla., in charge
of Bro. and Sr. Thos. Ross;
At. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in charge
of -Sr. Katie Bollinger and Harvey W.
Hoke and wife.
Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of David H. and
Lottie Engle, 1175 Bailey St.. Harrisburg.
NAMES AND ADDRESSES
Foreign Missionaries
Africa
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Elder and
Mrs.
J. A. Climenhaga and Mrs. Naomi
Lady, Matopo Missioii, Bulawayo, S. Africa.

Elder and Mrs. J. L. Myers, Mrs. Sallie
Doner, Miss Mary Heisey, Miss Sadie Book,
and Miss Annie Winger, Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag, Bulawayo, S. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. H. J. Frey, P. O. Box
5, Bulawayo, S. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, Miss
Beulah Musser, Sikalonga Mission, Choma,
N. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Miss H. Frances Davidson, Miss Lila
Coon, Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia,
S. Africa.
Home on Furlough
Bishop and Mrs. H. P. Steigerwald, Pavonia, Ohio.
Mrs. Hannah Baker, Stayner, Ontario.
India
D. E. and Lottie Rohrer, Supaul, B. &
N. W Ry., India.
Eld, C. E. and Ruth B. Heise, Anna M.
Steckley, Dauram Madhipura, N. Bhagalpur. B. & N. W. Ry., India
Eld. H. L. and Katie Smith, Eld. A. D.
M. and Nellie Dick, Sr. Ruth Byer, Sr. Ella
Gay man, Saharsa, N. Bhagalpur Dist., B.
& N. W. Ry., India.

A RELIGIOUS JOURNAL
Committed to the teaching of Justification
and Sanctification received by faith through
the merits of the sacrifice of Christ as our
Redeemer and Lord; Divine Healing as
provided in the atonement; the Second and
Premillennial coming of Christ; and all
sacred ordinances and truth pertaining to
the Christian life. It is an earnest advocate
of Gospel Missions at home and abroad
and stands ready to espouse every good
thing in Christ Jesus.
Official Organ of the
Brethren in Christ Church
(Known as "Tunkers" in Canada)
U. S. A., Canada and Foreign Countries
Published Bi-Weekly by
EVANGELICAL VISITOR PUBLISHING
HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana
Associate Editors—0. B. Ulery and Enos
H. Hess.
Contributing Editors to Foreign Missionary Department—Bish. J. N. Engle, Abilene.
Kans., Eld. D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ont.
Publication Board—O. B. Ulery, E. N.
Engle, John Nigh, Jesse Culp, A. Z. Hess,
P. J. Weibe and D. H. Wenger.
SUBSCRIPTIONS—$1.50 per year in
Advance, 75 cents for six months, (Sample
copies free.)
Entered as Second Class Matter at the
postoffice at Nappanee, Indiana.
NOTICE—The date printed on your lable
denotes the time to which your subscription
is paid. Keep it in the future.
CHANGE OF ADDRESSES—Be sure to
give both the old and new addresses. Address all business letters to
EVANGELICAL VISITOR PUBLISHING
HOUSE

Home on Furlough
W. (j. Winger and wife, Detroit, Kans.,
R. R. 1, or Ridgeway, Ont.
Eld. A. C. Winger, Upland, Cal.
M. Effie Rohrer, Ludlow Falls, O.
Cora Alvis, Bridgeport, Okla.
TREASURERS OF THE DIFFERENT
BOARDS.
Foreign Mission Board—S. G. Engle,
4014 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.
L. B. Heise, Gormley, Ont., Canadian
Treasurer.
Home Mission—Samuel H. Wenger, 38
Glenn St., Chambersburg, Pa.
L. Shoalts, Wellandport, Ont., Canadian
Treasurer.
Beneficiary and Poor—D. R. Eyster,
Thomas, Okla.
Executive Board—Amos Wolgemuth, Mt.
Joy, Pa.
Publication Board—Jesse Culp, Goshen,
Indiana, R. R. 6.
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page, Detroit, Kansas.

Marriages

Obituaries

NOEL-MINTER

BRANDT^-Henry A. Brandt, son of Bro. and Sister John A.
Brandt of Fredericksburg, Pa., was born August 31, 1909; died June
6, 1922, aged 12 years, 9 months and 6 days, after an illness of
sixteen days of brights disease. His suffering was great, but his
patience was greater. He left to mourn their loss, his parents,
four sisters, and one brother. Services in the Fredericksburg
Church by Bishop H. G. Light and Rev. John G. Light
Burial at) Mt. Annville cemetery. He gave his heart
to God at the age of eleven years and was faithful till death.
He was a bright, manly boy, with the promise of a long life. But
in the midst of life is death.
Sometimes in life we wonder why
The heart must ache, the lips must sigh,
Why disappointments cross our way
To thwart the hopes we hold today.
Ah, soul, the Father hath His plan,
Beneath these ways we can not scan,
And ever shall His purpose be
Worked out for good to you and me.
If we will wait
If we will wait
To know that through the strain and stress,
Of human hearts, when burdens press,
To know that when our life holds care
The Son of God, the Christ, is there
Will give us faith for paths of night,
Will change the darkness into light.
If we will wait
If we will wait
•

On May 18, 1922, at the home of the bride's parents, Bro. and
Sr. John Anderson Minter, of Abilene, Kans., there occurred the
marriage of their youngest daughter, Sr. Esther Minter to Bro.
Abraham Noel, son of Sr. Mary Noel of Abilene, Kans. Bish. M.
G. Engle officiated.
GARIS-HEWITT
At the home of the officiating Elder, F. K. Bowers, Souderton,
Pa., May 6, 1922, there occurred the marriage of Bro. Earl D. Garis,
son of Jos. D. Garis, deceased and Sr. Virginia Hewitt of Sellersville, Pa. Bro. and Sr. Garis will make their home with his mother.
HEXIMER-OTT
On June 6th, 1922 at the home of the bride's parents, Bro. and
Sr. Eli Ott of Sherkston, Ont., there occurred the marriage of
their youngest daughter, Sr. Laverna, to Bro. Wesley Heximer of
Buffalo, N. Y. Bish. Bert Sherk, officiating.

Church cook stoves help support many a fireless
preacher.—Selected.
Don't try to fight against God until you have measured His strength.—Selected.
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MICHAEL—Eld. Nicholas C. Michael was born March 16th,
1937; died May 17, 1922. The late Eld. Michael was the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Nicholas Michael, long deceased. His father was born in
Mohawk Valley, N. Y. His mother, whose maiden name was
Christena Shisler, was born in Lancaster Co., Pa., and came with
her parents to Canada early in the 18th century. They were united
in marriage in 1824 and settled on a farm near Sherkston, where
they died and where the subject of this obituary was born. Though
ailing for some time, he was confined to his bed only a short time,
dropsy being the chief cause of his death.
Eld. Michael was converted in 1864 and united with the Brethren'in Christ Church and was ordained to the ministry three years
later,—fifty-two years ago. He was first married to Anna Haun
in 1862, who departed this life in 1881. They had three children:
Melvin, Mrs. John H. Sherk, of Ridgeway, Ontario, and Joseph,
who of a few years of age, died and was buried the same day
with his mother. Elder Michael was again married in 1884 to Sr.
Mary Winger of Stevensville, Ontario and to this union was
born one daughter, Nancy, (Mrs. N. Sider.)
He called his family to his bedside the day before he died and
bade them good-bye with counsel saying he might become unconscious later, but he did not and his praises and prayer the morning
he died were marvelous.
The funeral was held at the house, was very largely attended,
and was conducted by Bish. John Sider of Wainfleet, assisted by
Bish. Bert Sherk. Text: "Blessed are the dead who die in the
Lord."
He leaves to mourn, besides a host of relatives and friends,
his wife, three children, one brother, David Michael, twelve grandchildren, three great grandchildren.
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"loop" and in most every meeting we see new faces. The attendance has been very good.
We were glad to have a number of the brethren and sisters
stop with us to and from Conference and enjoyed ther sweet fellowship in the Lord. Last winter Bro. Brubaker who has been in
the Mission for twenty years was very ill, despairing of life. The
Lord, in definite answer to prayer, raised him up and though, not
strong on account of his age, is quite well. He and Sr. Brubaker who have labored so faithfully these many years have
left the mission to take up residence in Abilene, Kans. They
have certainly earned a quiet time and rest the few years the
Lord may yet spare them. Though their places are vacant and
we miss the inspiration and counsel of their Godly lives, our prayers follow them that "they may still bring forth fruit in old age and
be full of sap and green." Psa. 92:14.

We wish to thank all who have so kindly contributed in a material way and covet most earnestly your continued prayers in our
behalf.
"Therefore my beloved brethren, be ye steadfast, unmoveable,
always abounding in the work of the Lord, forasmuch as ye know
that your labor is not vain in the Lord." 1 Cor. 15:58.
In His service,
Carl J. Carlson.
Financial report for two months, ending June 15, 1922
Receipts
>A. D. Baker, Winnipeg, Man
$ 5.00
Easter offering, Chicago
—
20.92
Y. P
6.80
CHICAGO MISSION
B. M
20.00
In His Name
5.00
"He that goeth forth weeping bearing precious seed, shall
W. H. Kreider, Shannon, 111
5.00
doubtless come again with rejoicing bringing his sheaves with
Asa Kreider, Shannon, 111
5.00
him."
Grantham S. S., Pa
32.45
Some time has elapsed since our last account of the work a t In His Name
5.00
Chicago. We are glad to report the conscious presence and blessing In His Name
'.. 1.00
of the Lord in our labors here. With the return of Spring, we have David Graybill, Filer, Idaho
2.00
been able to get out on the street corner and have had some bless- In His Name
20.00
ed meetings in the open air. Some will stand for several hours: Offering box
5.00
and listen to the gospel message. Though we do not see the vis- For His cause
5.00
ible result we would like, word comes to us, here and there, of impressions made and thoughts aroused, causing us to know the Lord
TOTAL
$ 138.17
is working in hearts. The countenance of one man who recently Balance carried over
71.76
attended was first laughing and sneering, then it turned and beTOTAL
$209.93
came serious and he listened for a long time. Another has been
Expenditures
attending the meetings who had been in Salvation Army work for Provisions, etc
...$ 82,38
fifteen years but was backslidden from God. He says he was Gas for cooking
9.10
drawn by the Spirit of love in the meetings and came back to Electric light
'
11.30
God. He gives a good testimony and tells of deliverance from House supplies
16.35
tobacco. We find open air work very interesting, having such Labor
6.40
a variety of different listeners every meeting. Our young people are a real help in these meetings and it is inspiring to hear their
TOTAL
$125.53
testimonies. We know that many of them do not come from
BALANCE
$ 73.40
Christian homes, but where they are opposed, and their lives are
Donations—Y. P. C, Abilene, Kans., Easter gift, one case eggs;
marvels of God's grace.
Sr. Stevenson, Chicago, provisions.
Along with nine services weekly we have been spending all
Sarah H. Bert and workers.
day Tuesday each week as a day of prayer. Quite a number
6039 Halstead S t
come with their requests and the Lord has owned the day in a real
way and souls are finding their way through to victory. One
A VISIT TO BOSTON MISSION
woman, Lutheran, who had been attending the meetings spent the
day with us in prayer. She came the next morning and with
On the morning of May 27. Bishop L. O. Musser, the writer,
radiant face, told how she had found the Lord in her own home. and sisters Fannie and Annie Martin left Lancaster, Pa., and arShe was so happy, her face shone. We thank God for the privi- rived at Boston at 8:00 P. M. We were met by the brethren
lege of seed sowing in this part of His great harvest field. We Bilezikian and Ameralian who guided us to the mission, where we
know "His Word shall not return void, but shall accomplish that met with the two sisters and brother Doerderian and others who
which I please, and it shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent it." welcomed us with a spirit of real hospitality. We were pleased to
find such a spirit of devotion, which made our spirits to blend, mak"Ours is the seed time, God alone
ing our aquaintance a oneness in the spirit.
Beholds the end of what is sown,
Our services on Sunday A. M. were Sunday School, or Bible
Behind our vision, weak and dim,
teaching, and prayer. Afternoon meeting led up to the evening
The harvest hoar is hid with Him."
services, the commemoration of the Lord's death. Of course,
We feel we have a splendid location for mission work, being preaching and testifying by an interpreter has been a new exsituated on what is perhaps the busiest business section outside the perience.
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Our evening service was very impressive; between forty and
fifty were present. Eleven exercised in feet washing and partook
of the Holy Communion, four of us and the five of the mission,
three brothers and two sisters, and also two Armenian sisters,
who desired to take part in washing feet and communion, fell in
line with our sisters. Others would have desired, but for certain
reasons did not. Those present were very attentive and showed
their appreciation by singing fitting hymns to the services. This is
truly a great opening for the Armenian work, and perhaps the
Boston Mission may have as great if not greater influence upon
the work in both countries than had a mission been established in
their home land.
We left Monday morning for home. The two sisters of the
mission were very kind and gave us lunches along on our trip
which we appreciated very much. Ae we went on our way home
we felt with Peter, it has been good to have been there. Would
encourage the Church at large to remember them in prayer and
visits, or as the Lord may lead.
Allen B. Brubaker.
CONFESS CHRIST
T'o the dear readers of the Visitor:
Although I have written for the Visitor before, I feel impressed this evening to write again, feeling that it may be an encouragement to believers, and trusting that it may be the means of
some souls finding Jesus who have never accepted Him as their
Savior and Friend.
If ever there was a time that we as Christians needed to tell
the story of Jesus and His love it is now. We need to be true men
of God and do all we can to snatch the brands from the burning. Jesus said, "I am the way, the truth, and the life, no man
cometh unto the father but by me," (John 14:6); and also, "Keep
thine heart with all diligence, for out of it are the issues of life."
If we are ashamed to confess Jesus as the Christ and as our own
personal Savior in this sinful generation, He will also be ashamed to confess us to His Father in heaven.
We need to get our spiritual eyes open to see the sad condition of the lost souls who are going down, down in sin. I believe we will be held accountable for these souls if we do not obey
God when He tells us to go out and try to rescue them from that
awful pit of hell and torment. Brother and sister, are we doing all
we can to warn souls to leave their sinful pleasures which degrade
their souls, and to point them to the Lamb of God Who is able to
save and fill their hearts with joy. As you witness for Christ you
will not only be doing good for others, but your own soul will be
filled to overflowing.
"Jesus is coming from on high
To bid His bride come home,
To mansions ready above the sky
Where He is on the throne.
Jesus is coming very soon,
Oh, lay now hold upon salvation!
Jesus is coming very soon,
Be safe when all is desolation.
"Jesus is coming through the air
To save His own from tribulation.
Angels will gather His bride so fair
Before the ruin of every nation.
Jesus is coming very soon,
Oh, lay now hold upon salvation!
Jesus is coming very soon,
Be safe when all is desolation.
"Jesus is coming, He will lead.
You ask, how do you know?
Because the Blessed Book we read
There tells us it is so.
Jesus is coming very soon,
Oh, lay now hold upon salvation!
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Jesus is coming very soon,
Be safe when all is desolation."
I am glad I can testify to the love of God in my soul.
J. Kanode, Altoona, Pa.
A SISTER'S LETTER
Dear Visitor family: greeting you in Jesus' precious name.
I was impressed to write a few lines to the Visitor and by
the help of the Lord I will do so. I thought some one may be glad
to hear from me, as I have not written since I am here at the
Messiah home.
Oh, I praise the Lord for what He has done for me. I have
a good home. I am so glad I can be with God's people and enjoy
the blessing. Oh, I love the dear people and their ways. It is a
little over two years that I am here, and I have enjoyed some of
the richest blessings. I praise the Lord for it all. I was not
able to go to our Conference, but some of the dear brethren came
here and spoke for us which I greatly enjoyed. I go to Sunday
School and preaching and prayer meeting. We have prayer meeting this afternoon. I enjoy it very much and I ever mean to continue in His service for I can say with the poet it is so sweet to
trust in Jesus, I found it so.
I will close by asking the prayer of God's people.
Your sister in Christ,
Nancy Y. Coover.
A TESTIMONY.
Dear readers of the Visitor:
I count it a privilege to witness for Christ in giving a testimony to the Visitor. I have felt for some time to give in my testimony so I shall do so by God's help. I realize we always keep
the victory as we obey God.
I thank God for what He is to me, that He has so graciously
come into my heart and life. Oh, how wonderful it is to know
that Jesus abides in our heart and to feel His presence so near and
to hear and know His still small voice as He speaks to us.
On March 9, 1922 God gave me a wonderful experience, something I have never experienced before, something man cannot give
or take away. Praise His name. Oh, if we would know what
God has in store for us. He is ready, waiting to hand out for
those that ask of Him.
It was wonderful how God left His power fall upon me, how
sweet and blessed it was. It was so wonderful, tongue can not express. I prize Him above everything else for what He has done
and what He is still able to do for us as we put our trust in
Him. I am glad we can know that Jesus rules and reigns in our
hearts. Trials and tests may confront our pathway; there may be
problems hard to solve, but glad to know Jesus helps us through
them all.
This verse has come to me with much inspiration (Gal. 2:20):
"I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless, I live; yet not I, but
Christ liveth in me, and the life which I now live in the flesh I live
by the faith of the Son of God, who loved me, and gave Himself for
me,"
I am glad for the determination He puts in my heart to go
the whole way with Him. My desire is to be at my best, that I
may be the means of bringing some soul to Him.
Your sister in His service,
Jennie E. Noel, Abilene, Kansas

Dr. David Starr Jordan of Stanford University says:
"I owe a great deal to a flock of lambs that were put in
my care for a number of years, shearing them all myself,
giving each one a name, and keeping an account of the
amount of wool furnished by each one. Ever since this
experience, I have regarded natural history as a means of
grace to a boy and girl. It can show itself in no better
way than by making friends among animals."—Selected.
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SAN FRANCISCO MISSION
"As the mountains are round about Jerusalem so the Lord is
round about His people from henceforth even for ever." Thank God
for His promises. What need we fear when this promise is ours;
We thank the Lord for the daily manifestations of His love and
care for us.
It seems difficult to get the people in to hear God's precious
Word.
Our hospital work is very encouraging. We meet some very
hungry hearts and a few have accepted the Lord. We thank all
who have helped in the work at this place, both in a financial way
and by their prayers.
Continue to pray for the Lord's work at this place.
>
Receipts
Hall Offerings
$112.44
Bro. Chris. Mostariza, deceased
25.00
Bro. Ignacious Ales, SenDeigo, Cal
15.00
Sr. Maumau, Pa
2.00
Valley Chapel, S. S. Canton, Ohio
10.25
Bro. P. J. Wiebe, Upland, Cal
1.00
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Bible School
The School you should choose for your Seminary and
Bible training. The standard of the Bible School is not
only thorough instruction but also Orthodox teaching.
The work of the Bible school should interest both old and
young. Those who have not graduated from the common
school may enter for special training. Those entering
for special training and graduates of the common school
are allowed to graduate upon successfully completing the
four-year course. The above mentioned class of students are entitled to a Certificate for the completion of
two years work. Graduates from a four-year accredited
high school are allowed to graduate from the four-year
Bible Course upon successfully completing two years
work.

You should enter the Bible School:
If you want a thorough Bible Education.
If you want to prepare for foreign Mission work,
If you want to prepare for Home Mission work,
TOTAL
$165.69
If you want to prepare for Orphanage work,
Expenditures
If you want to prepare for Evangelistic work,
Table supplies
$ 51.74
If you want to prepare for Ministerial work,
House Incidentals
5.21
If you want to prepare for Sunday School work,
House and hall rent
120.00
If
you want to study Music,
House furnishing
25.00
If
you
want to prepare for the teaching of Music.
Hall Expenses and gas
20.41
Car fare
7.04
Junior College
High School graduates should enter the College for
TOTAL
$229.40
advanced
training in secular and seminary branches.
Balance on hand April 1st,
$560.46
Balance on hand June 1st,
496.75 Graduates from accredited high schools are allowed to
graduate upon successfully completing two years of adThe Workers.
vanced work.
You should enter the Junior College:
MESSIAH BIBLE SCHOOL
If you want two years of College training,
If you want two years of credit toward A. B. Degree,
The work of the Church School closed June 7th. The
If you want advanced training in Christian EducaCommencement exercises were well attended. Twentytion,
six graduated from the different departments. This is
If you want advanced training in preparation for
the largest graduation in the history of .the school. The
teaching,
prospects are for a still larger class for the coming year.
If you want College work under a Christian environStudents are now making ready and choosing rooms ment.
for the new school year. At present there is a fine group
Academy
of students taking summer school work. It is also the
Students not graduates of the common branches
largest summer school in the history of the institution.
may complete preparatory branches for entrance to the
It is a pleasant place for study during the summer.
We invite correspondence from students and par- academy Common school graduates can complete the
Academy course in four years. The State accepts our
ents concerning school work for 1922-23.
graduates as candidates for the various professions.
BIBLE SCHOOL, JUNIOR COLLEGE AND ACADEMY Graduates, are accepted for the teaching profession.
The school where Christian training and thorough
You should enter the Academy:
scholarship go hand in hand. This institution is charterIf you want a thorough high school training,
ed as the Messiah Bible School and Missionary Training
If you want a College preparatory course,
Home. The original purpose of the institution was to
If you want preparation for public school teaching,
educate men and women for home and foreign mission
If you want training in Scientific branches,
and evangelistic work. For the dissemination of the
If you want training in Agriculture,
knowledge of the Bible and Christian spiritual training
If you want training in Commercial branches.
and also to give men and women an opportunity for preSpecial Courses
paring themselves in secular studies for future occupations. There has been a rapid growth in the work from
The Institution offers special work in Sewing, Home
the beginning and the institution is now divided into a Nursing, First Aid, Manual Training, Basketry and Fine
Bible School, Junior College and Academy.
Arts.
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Home Study Courses
Persons interested in school work and deprived of
attending school will find the work taken by correspondence very helpful. Many of the subjects taught in the
institution can be taken by correspondence.
For information concerning any of the above mentioned school work Address the Registrar, A. W. Climenhaga, Grantham, Pa.
A MIDDLE WEST SCHOOL—MUD HUTS
This may seem a strange heading for an article, but
strange things do appear and will continue to appear.
Just a few thoughts however will suffice as explanation.
A school for the middle west was one of the subjects at
General Conference at Grantham which was freighted
with interest. And well may it be so in view of the approach of perilous days for the Church of the First-born.
Among those who took part in the deliberations was one
of our dear African missionaries who is home on furlough. His message was short, but Oh! so much implied.
If every one of our dear people had the vision which
was back of this short message—a vision of desperate
need—our middle west school would soon be in existence
and—Grantham would not suffer, Beulah would continue
to live.
0, that every one who reads these lines would ponder
the words which head this article. It was a moment of
intense thought for the minds of some when the School
Question was discussed, for they thot the School Question threatens to lessen the mission funds. But not so,
if our prayers keep pace with our giving, our offerings
will grow larger. This dear missionary's heart was
touched with the spirit of sacrifice when he said, "We
would be willing to live in MUD HUTS, if by that sacrifice our dear young people in the middle west could
have a school." We want our young people to be
surrounded in their school life with Godliness instead of PAGANISM, with Saintliness instead of Devilishness. Which will we choose, to live in luxury and
drift, or to sacrifice and rise? Shall we protect our innocent youth or turn them over to howling wolves ?
I. C. Engle, Clayton, 0.

WORKING ADVANTAGES AT UPLAND.
The practical advantages at Upland—their relation
to efficient education at Beulah College, and the opportunities to acquire strength of body and mind are numerous. We as a school believe in the dignity of work.
Boys have sufficient work at any'hour of the day or
night; such as fumigating, picking oranges and peaches, working in the packing houses, carpenter work and
many other vocations. Wages are from forty to seventy
cents an hour. The writer has earned one hundred dollars while going to school the past year—mostly out-side
of school hours.
Girls have plenty of work, especially house work, before and after school hours, also all day Saturday. Their
wages are from forty to sixty cents an hour according
to the work done. The girls have opportunities to live
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in private homes. One of the girls worked in a private
home this past winter, and received board, room and two
dollars a week. During vacation she received sixty-five
dollars a month.
Some may say they do not go to school to work, but
to study. That is true; nevertheless it becomes monotonous and dulls our mind, and we become stupid, tired
and perhaps discouraged. We all need variation. A little
honest work is a good tonic for a tired mind. This work
is for those who have not means, yet wish to go to school.
While some haven't the money to educate themselves,
they have what young people of ample means sometimes
lack—the will and ambition to work, strive, look f oreward
and climb. Actuated by one desire to do and to serve,
their zeal is well-nigh ecstasy and none seems to ask
himself, "How much am I going to get?" but always "How
much can I do?"
It is said, "a person is not really educated until he
educates himself. No boy or girl happens to be strong
and good. No, by no means. We are no result of accident, but what we need is a strong foundation upon
which to build. It is impossible to erect a strong structure out of weak material. Boys and girls are the material out of which men and women are made.
Sufficient exercise is a neccessity although it may
seem hard to choose the right form. We should not
choose violent forms; such as football, wrestling, racing,
etc., but walking or riding. There is a more practical
way of retaining and increasing ones vitality; such as
irrigating and picking lemons, which can be done the
whole year round. These are good for both body and
mind, and we receive a double benefit, one for the body
and the other for the purse.
If you wish a well-rounded character, just try Beulah College. The rudiments of a sound general education
are given to all; and then as the student develops his
specialty, he is equipped as thoroughly as possible along
that line. The sum of the whole endeavor is to make him
the possessor of an intelligent mind, trained hands, and a
Christian character.
Floyd M. Winger.
THE MINISTER—IN THE PULPIT
(Continued from page seven)
tween a living God and a dying people, because of the
great responsibility entrusted by God. And the force
of this ministry is greatly lessened by any light-minded or
joking remarks.
God expects you to preach or proclaim "Christ and
Him crucified, as opposed to "self and that magnified."
Do not be the hero of your own story, but remember to
frequently speak a good word for Jesus. The prophet
Jeremiah tells us that God said, "He that hath a dream,
let him tell a dream; but he that hath my Word, let him
preach my Word faithfully." Remember that one and
only one reason for your being in the pulpit is the message; and whatever detracts from that makes it that
much less effective, and therefore more of a failure.
In speaking in your ordinary conversation you make
your meaning clearer by the rising and falling inflection
of the voice, and it would be harder to make yourself
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understood if you spoke in a monotone or pulpit voice.
Speak in the natural voice that God has given you. Do
not try to be anyone or anything but yourself. Nothing
can be gained by assuming a voice of affectation. If a minister went in to a store to buy anything and asked for it
in the same tone of voice that he uses in the pulpit, the
merchant would likely take a second look to see if anything were wrong.
Give your message as though you believed it yourself. In other words straight from the shoulder, mingled
with love. The type of preaching that Christ used was oftener pleading than of denunciation. We find the, "come
unto me all ye that labor and are heavy laden and I will
give you rest" type, oftener than the "Woe unto you,
scribes and pharisees, hypocrites," in Christ's teachings.
That boy in Chicago that, when he was asked why he
went nine miles to Sunday School when there were so
many nearer ones, said, "They love a fellow over there,"
understood something of the power of love.
The archbishop of Canterbury once asked a man,
'Pray, inform me how it is that you gentlemen of the
stage affect your auditory with things imaginary as if
they were real, while we of the church speak of things
real, which many of our congregation receive as things
imaginary." "Why,' he replied, "the reason is plain. We
actors speak of things imaginary as if they were real,
while too many in the pulpit speak of things real as if
they were imaginary.' Not long since I heard a minister,
and he was a good one and believed his message. He was
preaching about the crucifixion of Christ, and when he
came to the point in his story where they dropped the
cross after setting it up, he raised up the pulpit and let
it drop to emphasize the dropping of the cross; the effect of which was, the mind was diverted from his story,
wondering what he was going to do next. It might not
have had that effect in all cases, but it did on me.
It was a custom among the heathen to make many
repetitions in their prayers, so as to be heard for their
much speaking. It sometimes may creep into our preaching. Christ says use not vain repetitions as the heathen
do, for they think they shall be heard for their much
speaking. Now if anything is repeated it does not necessarily follow that the repetition is vain. You may repeat it until your soul is satisfied, and God will understand that it is not vain repetition.
Concentrate the message. Make a center shot.
Do not bring a "load of empties." Be sure that your sermon contains the sincere milk of the Word, or the real
meat of the Word; and God himself has promised that it
shall not return void, but shall accomplish that for which
it was sent.
THE MINISTER—OUT OF THE PULPIT.
A. C. Rosenberger
We shall assume that the minister, in character, in
his study, in his aim, and in the flock is all that our
Brethren have said he should be. What then is there left
for the minister out of the pulpit? When the minister
leaves the pulpit his public ministry ends for the time being, and his personal ministry begins—not the most con-
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spicuous, but we believe by far the most important. In
these days of educational advantages it is not so hard to
preach a sermon on Sunday, as it is to make good what he
preaches. The minister in his personal actions and
dealings out of the pulpit, lays the foundation for the
success or failure of his public ministry.
Assuming him to be an example of the believers in
Word, conversation, charity, spirit, faith, and purity we
have that which lays the foundation which must govern
his life in all its phases. We like to think of the minister
out of the pulpit having charity; yet he sometimes
preaches, "Agree with thine adversary quickly lest he
hand thee to the judges," and then he fails to agree with
his brethren quickly. We like to think of him as feeding
the lambs, and not lamming the sheep. And again, we
like to think of him as being pure, yet the fact remains
that whole communities have been demoralized and their
power for good destroyed for a whole generation because
of the impurities of the ministry.
In the minister's personal ministry his qualities of
leadership are challenged, and sometimes found wanting.
The rising generation today is challenging the best leadership of all churches.
In the time allowed we shall only be able to go into
one phase of the minister's personal ministry. This is
found in the Book of Philemon by him who styles himself as "Being such an one as Paul the aged." And when
we think of that term we think of all that goes with it,
bent shoulders, dim eyesight, dullness of hearing, and tottering limbs; and as we think of this, we wonder what
happened to bring him into this condition, for a number
of years ago in the Book of Acts we see him a strong,
young man, brought up at the feet of the most profound
scholar of the age, a Hebrew of the Hebrews, so that the
whole estate of the elders of Israel had confidence in him.
In II Corinthians eleventh chapter we have a list of
some of the things which made him such a one as Paul the
aged. "In labours more abundant, in stripes above measure, in prisons more frequent, in deaths oft, In perils of
waters; perils of robbers, perils of the city; in perils
among false brethren." And that is not all. "Besides
those things that are without, that which cometh upon
me daily, the care of all the churches"—personal ministry.
And this is not all. In Damascus the governor was
desirous to apprehend him, him who was a chosen vessel,
him who disclaimed all human authority, an apostle, not
of men, nor by men, but of Jesus Christ; him to whom was
committed the highest revelation ever given to man—
the mystery of the Gospel of Grace—he was let down
the wall like a common outlaw. These were the things
that made him such an one as Paul the aged. Well, what
does he do in this condition. He lays the foundation for
turning the world upside down. We have the characters : first, Philemon, a type of the industrial world; second, Onesimus a type, of the good-for-nothing run-a-way
class; and such an one as Paul the aged between, to. bring
them together so they can sit together in heavenly
places. How does he do it? First, by intercession—"I
beseech thee for my son, Onesimus, whom I have begotten in my bonds." Second, by imputation—"If he hath
(Continued on page sixteen.)
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Foreign Missionary Department
"The Fields are White Already to Harvest"
FACING A FAMINE IN AFRICA
Dear readers of the Visitor:
We come to you, thru the pages of our paper in the
name of Him who said "No good thing will he withhold
from them that walk uprightly," for the cattle upon a
thousand hills are His.
Yes we are so glad they are His all of them and all
within the hills as well.
The work at Mtshabezi is progressing nicely and
some are calling upon God while others are lured by the
glittering things of this world.
As a result of the crop failure, the schools, generally speaking, are doing well: I have an enrollment of
about 225 in a radius of ten miles from the mission, and
then not near all are in school, for in some directions
there are no schools.
Pray for the teachers they have many hard things
to face.
Yes a real famine is here, right at our door, I did or
tried to do the best I could in planting, and planted
about fifty acres of corn, but could haul all our harvest in
one wagon load: and the native gardens are about the
same. Old men say, "they never saw it like this before."
Places never known to go dry are dry now, and yet
there are months in which we will have no rain. Usually
the cattle eat dry grass and the leaves of certain trees
and get fat, but alas! not so this year, for the rains, almost stopped in December and the cattle have eaten off
most of the grass and now, when they should be fat, they
are so poor, or many of them that they have to be killed.
Hundreds are being killed as well to feed the people, for
last year they had a big crop, and store keepers could
not give cash, only trade, so people had a hard time to
pay tax for lack of cash, and then in the beginning of the
season they were so sure of a crop that many sold most
of their crop, for they have not had a real shortage here
since 1913, and trusted that it would not come now;
but the unexpected did come and now—well some people
are really hungry already. You may ask, do they not
have cattle? I answer, yes, most of them, and can they
not sell an ox and buy some food ? The store-keepers are
about the only ones who handle cattle and they are so
cheap that an ox, a big one, broke to work is worth about
eight or ten dollars and that would buy just about one
sack and a half or a little more of corn, at the present
price, to say nothing of the rise in prices to come. A cow
is worth-about four or five dollars; grass is scarce, and all
cattle have to be dipped taking money as well, so on the
whole'cattle are not profitable now.
One man came to me and about ready to cry, said
Mfundisi, I have no food and my wife is hungry, she has
been asking food from the neighbors, but when they
drink beer, they do not cook, and we do not drink so she

Moes to bed hungry: further he said, I have one sheep
and a lamb, I will give you the sheep for some food. Well
I could not talk to him, I said I will speak to you tomorrow, so I did. I ask him how many cattle have you? he
said, "I have no cattle, but one sheep." Yes, I said and
my heart began to throb; a young wife, and no work for
her, and he with one sheep. I told him you are working
here I will not take your sheep, but I will give you 100
pounds of kaffir corn and you may work it out, so he
did and no prouder man ever walked, than that man who
took 100 pounds of kaffir corn home for his wife to eat.
Yes, he works here, they are believers, but there are
hundreds who are walking miles to get work, only to be
driven off by the white man, who is bothered by many
such men.
Our cattle are sent away to a place in the hills where
grass and water are yet to be had. We have been trying to dig a well and are down thru granite, possibly
twenty-five feet, but for two months we have been digging in the sand for water, as the girls and the mission
take about 600 gallons per day. It keeps oxen, tank and
three girls going all the time.
Hard, say my readers, yes we are compelled to say,
difficult, but God doeth all things well.
How can the situation be relieved? Well merchants
are shipping in grain and it can be bought for cash, but
no native is given credit.
Just now I think of the prodigal who remembered his
father's house, table, and servants and decided to return, but we trust many in deed and in truth will turn
to father's house, but that will not feed the bared hungry
stomachs we will see every where.
Some one says what can I do ? Do this please, look at
that bin of corn or wheat, or take a glance in your bank
book and ask God what I should do when my black brother in Africa is hungry, just sell some and forward the
money here, we will do the best we can by our judgment
to help the really needy and you shall have treasures in
heaven. If you are reading this just now, remember
what John says in 1 Jno. 3:17. "But whosoever hath this
world's goods and seeth his brother have need and shutteth up his bowls of compassion from him, how dwelleth
the love of God in him?
I trust you will not lay this paper away and say I
have need to look close to my door and let those across do
the same, but solemnly ask God how much shall I send
just now, and I am sure there will be a hearty response,
for before it can possibly get here, many will actually be
in real temporal need for many are facing it now.
I am not begging for my self for we are not hungry,
although deprived of some things, but it is my brother
who is hungry.
Act as God prompts you, and I am sure when the
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books are opened above, you will get large interest for
your investment.
Pray for us that the oil and meal may stay and
most of all that there may be a great harvest of precious souls.
Your brother for Africa's lost and hungry,
J. L. Myers
NOTICE
As will be noticed by the foregoing appeal, there is
an extreme need for funds for the famine suffering natives, and since ONE DOLLAR now is worth many times
more at a later date, when many will no doubt have died
from starvation, therefore this board recommends an
early and hearty response to this appeal.
All funds should be sent to Eld. S. G. Engle, Treasurer, who will forward same when received.
FOREIGN MISSION BOARD.
By the secretary.
WHY I GO TO CHURCH ON RAINY SABBATHS.
I attend Church on rainy Sundays because:
1. God has blessed the Lord's day and hallowed it,
making no exceptions for hot or cold or stormy days.
2. I expect my minister to be there. I should be
surprised if he were to stay at home on account of the
weather.
3. If his hands fail through weakness I shall have
great reason to blame myself, unless I sustain him by my
prayers and presence.
4. By staying away I may lose the prayers which
may bring God's blessing, and the sermon that would
have done me great good.
5. My presence is more needed on Sundays when
there are few than on those days when the church is
crowded.
6. Whatever station I hold in the Church, my example must influence others. If I stay away, why may
not they?
7. On any important business rainy weather does
not keep me at home, and Church attendance is, in God's
sight, very important.
8. Among the crowds of pleasure seekers I see that
no weather keeps the delicate woman from the ball, the
party, or the concert.
9. Such weather will show me on what foundation
my faith is built; it will prove how much I love Christ.
True love rarely fails to meet an appointment.
10. Those who stay from Church because it is too
warm or too cold or too rainy frequently absent themselves on fair Sundays. I must not take a step in that
direction.
11. Though my excuses satisfy myself, they still
must undergo God's scrutiny; and they must be well
grounded to do that.
12. There is a special promise that where two or
three meet together in God's name He will be in the
midst of them.
13. An avoidable absence from the Church is an
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infallible evidence of spiritual decay. Disciples first follow Christ at a distance and then, like Peter, do not know
Him.
14. My faith is to be shown by my self-denying
Christian life, and not by the rise or fall of the thermometer.
15. Such yielding to surmountable difficulties prepares for yielding to those merely imaginary, until thousands never enter a church, and yet think they have a good
reason for such neglect.
16. I know not how many more Sundays God may
give me, and it would be a poor preparation for my first
Sunday in heaven to have slighted my last Sunday on
earth.—Frances R. Havergal.
EXPOSITION OF MATTHEW XXIV.
A. C. Rosenberger. (Concluded from last issue.)
These Jews are the brethren of the Lord, and when the
Gentile nations come before the judgment this will be the
test. Read Matt. 25; 31-46. Those who have ministered
to the needs of these Brethren, fed them when they were
hungry, visited them in prison, the Lord will set on His
right hand. These are His sheep; but those who rejected
them—the goats—and mistreated them, and believed not
their preaching, shall be cast into outer darkness. And
directly after this judgment the Golden Age of peace will
commence, to last a thousand years. The curse of sin will
be lifted, and men shall learn war no more.
We return to the third question of the disciples—
What shall be the sign of Thy coming? Our Lord answers it in Matt. 24:32:34. "Now learn a parable of the
fig tree: When his branch is yet tender, and putteth
forth leaves, ye know that summer is nigh: So likewise
ye, when ye shall see all these things, know that it is near,
even at the doors. Verily I say unto you, this generation
(race) shall not pass, till all these things be fulfilled."
Our Lord gives the fig tree as a sign for the end of the
age. Now, the fig tree always stands for the Jew. So
then when we see Israel getting life we know it is nigh.
Surely the Jew is the miracle of history! Anyone who
doubts the inspiration of the Word of God needs but to
look at the Jew to have his doubts dispelled. Dispersed
for centuries among all nations without any national power, without a government, without a flag, with no rallying point whatever, secular or religious, yet entering always into the life about him wherever permitted; becoming prime minister here, banker there, merchant, author,
always cast down, yet he has never been effaced. For
ages the object of infamous hatred, persecuted, and outraged, and yet there never was a time when the Jew was
stronger in the affairs of the world than he is today. Not
only that, but in many phases he guides the affairs of the
world. Many pages could be filled about the peculiar position of the Jew, but in the mind of any candid person it
can only resolve itself into this: surely God has a special
purpose in thus preserving him. Has not Jesus said,
"This race shall not pass away until all these things be
fulfilled?" Can we not understand why God keeps him?
Yea, God has a divine purpose. Israel shall yet be the
leading nation; blessing shall yet flow from this people.
But before this can be they must pass through the time
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of suffering revealed in this chapter.
To aive all the signs that the fig tree, Israel, is putting
forth reaves would take too much space; we give a few.
When General Allenby marched into Jerusalem he did so
with uncovered head, with a full knowledge of what it
meant. It meant that now the Turks power was broken,
and hence the way was open for the Jew to return to his
homeland. The Jew had been waiting for this. Thousands are returning every year. Colonies have - been
formed. Millions of dollars are at their disposal. Plans
are on foot to carry the waters of the Jordan to make fertile the land, and I am told that in this country the temple
is ready in parts to be taken over. Surely summer is- nigh.
But one thing is missing. What is it ? A leader. A few
years ago a leading Jew remarked that if the Sultan of
Turkey would allow them to return they would accept him
as the Messiah. Who will this leader be ? No one else
but the one revealed in this chapter, the man of sin—the
false Christ. Yes, Israel will return to their land in unbelief, under the leadership of the false Messiah, to pass
through the great tribulation before the true one comes.
Reader, the stage is set. The wisest statesmen of the
world are looking for something, they know not what.
Much more might be said, but we must bring our study to
a close.
Let us thank God. If we are faithful we shall be with
our Lord in Glory when these dreadful events come upon
the earth. May we watch and pray for His coming in
the air to take us to Himself, which will be the signal for
the judgments of this chapter to begin. Amen.
THE MINISTER—OUT OF THE PULPIT
Continued from page thirteen.)
wronged thee, or oweth thee ought, put that on mine account." Here is your remedy for divisions and factional
disputes. If ministers, instead of criticizing and wire
pulling; instead of political methods, would throw themselves into the breach, and by intercession and imputation bring the warring forces together through the merits
of Him whose ambassador they are, they would estab-,
lish a fellowship that does not need the old wine skins of
legalism to hold it together, but a fellowship that is
based on principle and that will stand the test though
the gates of Hades are thrown against it. Oh, the value
of the minister's personal ministry when properly exercised.
Oh, Timothy, Timothy, make full proof of your ministry, and win a reward consistent with your calling, being such an one as Paul the aged.
BLASPHEMY AND FREE SPEECH
"Is public insult to the Christian religion and its followers defensible as free speech?" To this question,
notes the Nashville Christian Advocate, the Supreme
Court of the State of Maine has returned a negative
answer, which the Southern Methodist weekly believes
thoroughly justified. As it explains the case calling forth
the M;.iine definition of the limits of free speech:
"Michael Mockus, a Lithuanian, some time ago, in exi
plaining pictures which he was throwing upon a screen,
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used filthy and insulting expressions concerning God,
Christ, and the Virgin Mary. He was convicted under a
Maine statute which makes it an offense to use 'profanely, insultingly and reproachfully language against God' or
against the other members of the Trinity, or the Christian Scriptures. The Supreme Court of Maine affirmed
the decision of the lower court and in doing so gave a
definition of freedom which is remarkable for its soundness and beauty. The definition is as follows:
" T h e great degrees of liberty which we enjoy in this
country, the degree of personal liberty which every man
and woman enjoys, is limited by a like degree of liberty
in every other person; and it is the duty of men and the
duty of women in their conduct, in the exercise of the
liberty which they enjoy to consider that every other
man and woman has the right to exercise the same degree
of liberty; that when one person enters into society—
and society is the state in which personal liberty exists—
each gives up something of that liberty in order that the
other may enjoy the same degree of liberty. It is a conception that perhaps some people find difficult to. understand, but it is the conception of liberty which we enjoy."
RULES FOR LIVING.
Do all the good you can
By all the means you can
In all the places you can
At all the times you can
To all the people you can
As long as ever you can.—Wesley.
BUILD A FENCE.
Fill the space with loving work and therein stay
Build a little fence of tisuth around today
Look not between the sheltering bars upon tomorrow
But take whatever comes to thee of joy or sorrow. (Sel.)
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NOTICE REGARDING NEW HYMNAL tY
tY
Y

We are glad to announce that the new YY
edition of Spiritual Hymns revised is now tY
ready for delivery. Prices are as-follows: YYf
„,.,» , ,,
75c each postpaid
Stiff cloth covers $ 6 5 0Q p e r 1 0 0 n o t p r e p a i d
_.
, ,,
50c each postpaid
Limp cloth covers. $ 4 5 0 0 p e r 1 0 0 n o t p r e p a i d
Send your orders now to
Evangelical Visitor Publishing House
Nappanee, Indiana
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